Across
1. nazis were against people of this religion
2. ellen's family
9. what did kirsti want for her birthday?
10. kirsti & annemarie's bestfriend
12. the common language used in germany
15. who stayed in copenhagen instead of going to norway
16. kirsti's older sister
17. the king of copenhagen
18. what was uncle henrick's job?
20. where did momma & the girls go to get away from copenhagen?

Down
3. people who wanted to bring harm to nazis
4. momma's shoes were made of
5. momma & the girls went to stay with a family member
6. where AnneMarie & Kirsti live
7. when jews were caught they would be taken away & thrown in a
8. a sign used to represent jews
11. AnneMarie's nickname
13. who followed annemarie on the path
14. how many soldiers stopped ellen & the girls on their way back from school?
19. kirsti's favorite color